our Government, warning r»f possible action b\ japsu of dangrrow
^nd dramatic suddenness. But I never wholly abandoned hope or
stopped working for peace. To have done so would ha\e bcrn to
discredit the service of which I am a member.
Here is another point to bear in mind. This book contains only
a small fraction of the original diary- which, for the past ten years,
fills thirteen large typewritten volumes quite apart from many other
volumes of my letters, speeches, records of conversations, and perti-
nent press clippings. Many of the items in the original possess no
permanent historic value. Others overlap. Still others cannot
properly be published now. And since this is an intimate off-the-
record journal I have also had to keep confidential the identity of
many living colleagues and other individuals who might be em-
barrassed or suffer some personal consequences if their names were
made known. The main story has, however, not been injured by
these omissions. I have avoided cluttering up the text with asterisks
and footnotes but have selected and arranged the original diary
entries together with other contemporary material in such a way as
to present a smooth-flowing chronological narrative. While it has
obviously been impractical to include in the diary all of the texts of
the official documents pertaining to the story, many of these texts are
available to the public in two volumes published in 1943 by the
United States Government Printing Office entitled Foreign Relations
of the United States, Japan, 1931-1941.
And now a word about the purpose of this narrative. This book
aims to present to our people and, I hope, to the people of all the
United Nations, a more accurately focused view of Japan than is now
widely held, for only through a correct conception of that country
and its people can we approach with intelligence the difficult problems
which will have to be solved after our military victory is complete.
My last book, Report from Tokyo, was aimed primarily at acquainting
the people of the United States with the formidable character of
the Japanese military machine and to correct some of the fallacious
thinking which has widely persisted throughout our country, under-
rating the stamina, fighting-power, and staying-power of the Japanese
enemy. Knowing that-enemy through ten long years of close observa-
tion, I fear that we may have a long, hard road ahead before complete
victory can be attained. Wishful thinlrmg and complacency are
dangerous. To achieve that victory and to bring about the ulti-
mate unconditional surrender of the enemy, our united war effort
must be constantly intensified and accelerated, never for a moment
relaxed.
We have been presented for some years past with cumulative
evidence of unmitigated subtleties, trickery, brutality, and cynical
faithlessness on the part of the Japanese military caste and machine,
and there is presented in my story fresh evidence of the mediaeval
character of the Japanese military mind and temperament. A
primary axiom of war is to " know your enemy/* t* my fanner book

